
RESPONSIBILITIES:
Collaborate in research and 
development efforts for 
several applications and 
services;

Provide end-user support 
and modify tools and 
applications as needed;

Communicate with team 
members regarding projects, 
development, tools and 
procedures;

Grow and mentor your 
teammates;

QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor’s degree in 
computer science, related 
discipline, or a minimum 
of four years professional 
software development 
experience;

Preferred experience in one 
or more of the following: 
ASP.NET, C#, JavaScript, 
HTML / CSS, SQL, PowerShell,  
Adobe ExtendScript, Python, 
Computer Vision;

Understand how to develop 
both desktop and web 
applications;

Excellent analytical, 
written and oral 
communication skills;

Excellent computer skills;

PLUSES:
Self-starter or 
entrepreneurial mindset;

Structured, innovative 
approach to solving 
problems;

Experience with Cumulus DAM;

Experience with choosing 
cloud service providers and/
or hardware for on-premises 
deployments;

Experience with Adobe 
Photoshop / Adobe 
Illustrator;
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REQUIRED APPLICATION MATERIALS:
Resume;

Cover letter, indicating:

Why you are interested in working at 
Designs Direct;

Why this job appeals to you;
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#
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>

SUBMIT APPLICATION TO:
careers@designsdirectllc.com>

At Designs Direct, we bring creativity to life by designing the best home décor products for our 
retail customers. As a leading home décor supplier, we place immense value on problem solving and 
critical thinking to produce world class designs and creative solutions to overcome everyday business 
obstacles. Our creativity makes us stand out from the competition in the home décor industry and 
drives everything we do.

We’re currently growing our IT team and are seeking to fill the role of Internal Software 
Developer.  This role will be primarily responsible for developing, supporting and deploying new 
and existing tools and systems. The majority of tools and applications this role will develop and 
support are focused on automation and efficiencies across our organization, but the scope of this team 
isn’t solely limited to internal solutions.  This person will be in regular contact with stakeholders 
across the organization, and will collaborate primarily with the Senior Leader of IT to design and 
execute solutions as opportunities are identified. 
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Designs Direct is a vendor for major home décor retailers including Hobby Lobby, Big Lots, Family 
Dollar, Frontgate and many more!  We design, manufacture and ship a variety of products - mainly wall 
décor and lamps.  And we are constantly finding new ways to expand our talents and capabilities.

Wondering if you’d be a good fit? Well, company culture is huge at DD! We think of ourselves as 
one big team, where everyone’s unique strengths and contributions play a key role in our successes.  
As a team, we’re really proud of the atmosphere that we’ve created at the office, where thinking 
outside of the box is encouraged, and where everyone’s input is highly valued. We have a flattened 
hierarchy that allows each person to take ownership of their own work and grow without limits.  
This personal development is an area that we actively work on, and since the company is constantly 
growing, there are endless opportunities for anyone to take on new roles and responsibilities.

Fear not, all of our hard work doesn’t go unnoticed.  We also celebrate our successes and play 
hard, too. Summer outings around the city and our annual bus trip to Keeneland are just a sampling 
of the fun things we get to do together, and no team would feel complete without giving back to 
the community.  I encourage you to visit our website to learn more about our business, culture and 
involvement in the community at www.designsdirectllc.com.
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